
 

 

New products and/or lines: 
Natucer earned the Alfa De Plato Award for its new architectural collection LifeArq, 
innovative wall solutions for architecture and urban environments. A study of light and 
space resulted in four classes of ceramic, each with a specific characteristic and function 
designed to satisfy the needs of the construction and design markets for an active and 
dynamic society. They include:  

o Bamboo, narrow porcelain columns in a variety of colors that when grouped 
together create a sunshade or can be used for architectural solutions. Colors 
include Frost, Dark, Crimson, Yolk and Gem. Format is 3.1” diameter x 11.5” 
and 3.1” diameter x 2.8”.  

o Ivy – In a 2.2” x 7.1” format, these special pieces can be stacked using an 
internal steel support structure to create a partially shaded wall or even an 
outdoor enclosure. 

o Scale - Offers a ceramic siding alternative with gently overlapping edges in 
format 13.8” x 3.9” in colors Frost, Lead, Grizzly and Dark. 

o Channel – Offers another exterior façade application but with more angular 
approach. Formats include 2.5” x 14.2”, 3.5” x 14.2” and 4.5” x 14.2”.   

 
New technology:  
Natucer manufactures products through clay extrusion, where the raw material is baked 
at 1230 degrees Celsius in a single firing process. The system creates a tile with a solid 
union of clay and glaze. Natucer specializes in special and complementary pieces such as 
skirting, liners, steps and bullnoses. It emphasizes production flexibility, allowing for the 
creation of a diverse range of matching trim pieces in many shapes. The extruded tile 
production process provides for complex three-dimensional forms. 
 
FINE RESISTANCE is a revolutionary technique that eliminates the rough characteristic 
finish of anti-slip products while at the same time provides a smooth surface that is 
appealing to the sight and touch. Comfort and aesthetic are added to high safety in 
exterior and interior flooring. 
 
Website: 
Please visit www.natucer.es   


